EAEF XVI CONFERENCE

EAP - Making a Continued Difference
in Times of Change
JUNE 15th & 16th 2017

The EAEF XVI Conference will be held at the Hotel Palazzo delle Stelline, an
oasis of peace and tranquility that should not be missed. An ancient 15th
century structure located right in the heart of Milan in front of the house where
Leonardo da Vinci lived for many years, producing many important projects
and well known masterpieces.
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Hotel Palazzo
delle Stelline

EAEF XVI
conference

To confirm your attendance at the Conference, please
complete the registration form in the EAEF website.

click here to register
for the conference

CUT-OFF DATE FOR EARLY BIRD REGISTRATIONS AND PAYMENTS:
21 of April, 2017!
The payments received after 21st of April 2017 are not considered as early bird.
For more information about the EAEF, please visit www.eaef.org
Or contact Lucilia Ribeiro at lucilia.ribeiro@eaef.org
As in previous years some Conference sessions will qualify for EACC
professional development hours (PDH)
There are several hotel options near by the Palazzo Delle Stelinne:

B&B Hotel Sant’Ambrogio, Via degli Olivetani, 4, 20123 - Milano
Tel.: +39 02 48 10 10 89 | E-mail: mi.santambrogio@hotelbb.com
Euro 84.00 single
Euro 104.00 double
+ city tax euro 04.00/day/person

Ibis Hotel Centro (M1 Pta Venezia, M3 Repubblica) Via Finocchiaro Aprile 2, 20124 - Milano
Tel.: (+39)02/63151 | Fax:(+39)02/6598026
http://www.ibis.com/gb/united-kingdom/index.shtml
Euro 89.00 single
Euro 96.00 double
+ city tax euro 04.00/day/person

Hotel Mokinba, corso magenta 54

Prices may vary depending on availability
http://www.hotelkingmilano.com/en/

Cadorna appartments Green suite, Via Boccaccio 21

Prices may vary depending on availability
http://cadorna-apartment-green-suite.hotels-milan.info/en/

Pre conference reception

Wednesday - June 14th - from 7pm to 8.30pm
The pre-conference reception is a unique place for delegates to meet and
greet before the actual start of the conference in an informal atmosphere.
Join the EAEF group at “il chiostro di Andrea”
c/o I Chiostri di San Barnaba, Via S. Barnaba, 48, 20122 Milano

Day One - June 15th
09.00 - 09.15

Welcome and Opening Remarks
Igor Moll EAEF President

09.15 - 09.45
As an expert in sustainable development, Isabelle Delannoy is an author,
researcher and consultant for firms and local governments. Her demonstration
of both unity and coherency offered by the new sustainable economic models
allows a new vision of prosperity when gathered: a regenerative economy
creating a symbiosis between humans and earth. She has also written the movie
Home, by Yann Arthus Bertrand, a tool to raise the ecological consciousness,
broadcasted in 2009 and seen now by 800 millions of people.

Isabelle Delannoy
“Symbiotic Economy”
Reducing greenhouse gas emissions, developing renewable energy on a wide scale, recycling used
materials… all this will help reduce our impact on the Earth, but it remains an extractive model. We can
slow down our negative impact, live more lightly on the planet, and yet the damage we have done will
still be purveyed, slowly and surely we diminish the capacities of our special Home.
We will never be able to replenish supplies of oil taken from the earth’s crust, nor rebuild the mountains
devastated by mining. But the natural world – also so keenly undermined by human activity – has yet a
wealth of intelligence and solutions to share with us. And human engineers have invented extraordinary
tools and machines to become a globally connected civilization, collectively constantly more conscious
of our role as guardian and gardener.
We need to invent regenerative models that allow us to go beyond sustainability, each generation
leaving the Earth a richer and more bountiful place than those who came before. We need to harness
humanity’s great talent for innovation and resilience to restore ecosystems, invent non extractive
industries, and collectively move towards abundance.

Reflection and debate

09.45 - 10.15
Cesar Lastra is the founder of Bash and Build, a learn-by-doing innovation
consultancy. With a background in strategy, insights and capability building, he
spent 20+ years working in a variety of corporate and agency roles in the U.S.,
Latin America, and Europe. Today, Cesar advocates a hands-on approach
to innovation and collaborates with companies and individuals around the
world -- including insurance, automotive, retail, finance and FMCG industries
-- to develop their ideas!

Cesar Lastra
“Embracing Disruption”
The world is changing at such a scale and pace, that even the best can struggle to keep up. Disruptive
technologies are impacting our personal, professional and purposeful lives. Discover the forces that are
driving this disruption, how it is changing what we value and what you – as an individual, entrepreneur or
business leader – can do about it. In an increasingly connected world, where innovation is happening at
every turn, you may be surprised that it is our ideas, set in the right context, that can be the real catalyst
for change!

Reflections on the Future and
How to innovate EAP

10.15 - 10.45

Debate
Isabelle Delannoy & Cesar Lastra

10.45 - 11.15
Coffee Break

11.15 - 11.45

Amina Özelsel is a psychologist of German-Turkish-American origin, based
in Germany. She has worked in the EAP field for more than 10 years (both
as an internal and external EAP provider; in university, hospital, as well as
corporate settings). Her occupational passions include research, training and
hypnotherapy.

Amina Özelsel

“Hypnosis Experience”
Times of conflict are periods of increased suggestibility. Individuals - and even entire nations - can get
caught up in so-called “problem trances”, becoming more susceptible to the messages of populists and
demagogues, often resulting in feelings of fear, anger or paralysis.
Hypnotherapy, on the other hand, aims at utilizing trance states in a positive way, empowering individuals
to unearth inner resources, to activate creative processes of self-exploration, to integrate polarizing
positions and to heal trauma.
For EA professionals who strive to make a continued difference in times of change, self-care becomes
especially important. This brief hypnosis group exercise will not only provide a change of pace on this
information-rich conference day; it will give participants the opportunity to personally experience trance
states and to explore the well-being that comes with finding unity in diversity.

Experiential session
Self care for providers

11.45 - 13.00
Workshops

Giorgos Georgantopoulos, Psychiatrist, CBT Psychotherapist and Trainer,
is the head of the Occupational Health Psychology and Psychiatry
Department of Hellas EAP. Dr. Georgantopoulos oversees the design and
delivery of mental health services and awareness raising programs to
Hellas EAP’s clients, along with being responsible for the coordination and
correspondence with client companies’ occupational health physicians
and conducting in-house clinical supervision.

Giorgos
Georgantopoulos
WS1.“The Integration of Occupational Psychology and Psychiatry with the EAPs”
Estimates point to the realization that a substantial percent of Europe’s employed workforce already has
or is going to develop mental health issues, a factor that cannot be overlooked by employers and EAP
providers who need to prepare suitably.
Traditionally, the role of EAPs has been the gatekeeper of health and wellbeing, providing where necessary
the appropriate prevention and early intervention services to safeguard the optimal functioning of
organizations and their employees. Yet, as organizations and their human capital continuously progress
and transform, additional needs and challenges evolve, calling for EAP companies to adjust accordingly
in order to address them. Based on Hellas EAP’s quantitative and qualitative data, gathered from the
Greek market, the appearance of new needs is supported and it signifies the necessity of finding novel
ways to meet them.

Show case and idea generation
EAP development to meet changing needs

Louis A. Servizio is President and Founder of the Disease Management
Strategy Group, Inc. He has 25 years’ experience in the field of healthcare
informatics, consulting, and financial advisory services. In 2008, Mr. Servizio
migrated to Brazil, where he launched Wellcast ROI™ in the Brazilian
market, and also assumed the role of Executive Director of Chestnut Global
Partners do Brasil, Ltda. a subsidiary of Chestnut Global Partners, Inc., an
international EAP with a presence in over 140 countries.

Louis A. Servizio
WS2. “How to Calculate the Rate of Return on Employee Assistance Programs”
The objective of this workshop is to provide the necessary knowledge and skills to calculate the rate of
return (ROI) on Employee Assistance Programs.
After a theoretical review of keys topics, we will provide attendees with access to the EAP ROI Calculator,
a decision support tool utilized in the US and other international markets, to calculate the ROI of EAP´s.
Attendees will have the opportunity to calculate the ROI´s and breakeven rates and prices on EAP´s (by
varying PEPM, utilization and effectiveness rates) and present their results.

Business Skills development
Making the business case for EAP

Paul Wittes
M.S.W

Paul has been a leader in the EAP industry for
well over 25 years. He brings his counselling skills
in all modalities and experience with other digital
innovations to his work direct work with National
and Global EAP clients and organizations. Paul
has presented at international EAP conferences
including EASNA, EAPA, EAEF and APEAR.

Lindsay Walters
Lindsay has been in the health and wellness
industry since 2010. She has worked with over
100 corporations globally to address their varying
business needs to improve employee benefits.
Her passion for promoting workplace wellness
culminated with her work at Morneau Shepell
by focusing on the strategic development of
the Total Health Index for the United States and
global markets.

WS3. “Making a Continued Difference in Times of Change: Expanding the Role of
EAPs into the Total Health and Wellness Space“
First introduced over 50 years ago as a support for workplace alcoholism programs in North America,
EAPs have since expanded in both scope of service and global presence to include program support
for mental health and well-being for a large range of employee and organizational issues, delivered
through traditional and digital modalities and now available in countries across the world.
This session examines the evolution of EAPs to include and address Total Health and Wellness including
a review of trends,influencers, regulations and the importance of joint accountability and analytics in
assessing, achieving and sustaining better employee health.
The session also includes an introduction to Morneau Shepell’s Total Health Index (THI), an evidencebased analytical tools that helps employers improve health, engagement and productivity.

Show case and idea generation

13.00 - 14.30
Lunch

14.30 - 15.00

Speed Networking

Speed networking has been designed to give you the chance to have a brief overview of other
participant´s background and connect with as many member as possible: without a doubt you will
meet more people in a short timeframe than ever before. Enjoy!

Experiential, industry relationship building

15.00 - 16.00

Research and Innovative Corner

Carl Tisone
EARF

Carl Tisone entered the Employee Assistance field in 1972 as manager of a
workplace based counseling program for U.S. Air Force military personnel in
England. He completed his Masters Degree in Counseling Psychology from
Ball State University while still in the military.
In 1975, Mr. Tisone co-founded Personal Performance Consultants Inc. (PPC)
in St. Louis, building it into the leading national provider of EAP services
and twice appearing on Inc. Magazine’s List of the 500 fastest growing
companies in the US.
In 2007, he created the Employee Assistance Research Foundation, a notfor-profit charity geared toward the stimulation of scientific research and
scholarship in the EA field. EARF was awarded the EAEF Innovation of the
Year award in 2012.

“The EAP History Project – What’s Past is Prologue - Why an Archival Documentation
of our Past is Critical to Navigating a Changing and Uncertain Future”
In changing times, nothing is more important than solid grounding in the reality of the past and present.
That doesn’t mean past and present solutions are appropriate for new and changing challenges. But
failure to understand and comprehend the lessons from the past will inevitably lead to mistaken choices
in the years ahead.
This presentation will draw from the unique, scientific inquiry into EAP history being sponsored by the
Employee Assistance Research Foundation. This is a worldwide collaboration, on a scale never before
attempted. It is the first academically rigorous peer-reviewed documentation of EAP history utilizing
primary and secondary sources. The paper will focus on the significance of the project and its implications
for Europe and the EAP field in general.

Neil has 13 years’ experience in the EAP industry and has worked in a variety
of leadership roles spanning both the commercial and operational sides of
the business. He is currently Head of Network for Europe, Middle East and
Africa at Optum International. Neil has had a long association with EAPA
UK, initially as Treasurer and more recently as Vice-Chair.

Neil Mountford
EAPA UK
“The Evolution of Employee Assistance: Investigating the use, Impact and Reach of
EAPs in Today’s Organisations”
We can all agree that working lives have changed dramatically over the past 10 years. The question is,
has the understanding and support from employers kept up with the pace?
Digitally-enhanced working is faster, more connected, mobile and flexible. And also more demanding,
more changeable and more dependent on resilient employees.
Any disruption to the slick, high-speed flow of operations is felt more keenly than ever before by both
employer and employee. If we’re not plugged in and not in the loop, then we’re suddenly an obstacle.
The purpose of this presentation will be to present the key findings of the research and stimulate discussion
amongst conference delegates as to the implications for the European industry and the possible direction
of future follow-up research.

Mark Palmer
EAP Expert

Mark Palmer is Vice President Strategy and Client Experience with EAP
Expert Inc. Beginning his career as a banker and slowly transforming into a
web and technology evangelist, Mark has gained his experience over 27
years and covers a wide range of entrepreneurial and leadership roles. With
EAP Expert, he has been charged with developing the long term growth
strategy to expand the business internationally and grow revenue through
new and existing products and services.
Mark earned a Bachelor of Commerce degree from the University of
Windsor, and is a Certified Knowledge Manager via Washington, D.C’s
KMPro organization.

“Flipping the EAP Business Model: How Artificial Intelligence can Boost your EAP
Services and Bottom-line”
Artificial intelligence could be the next big innovation for EAP’s to increase employee utilization and
improve workforce outcomes.
As artificial intelligence becomes increasingly more capable, forward thinking practitioners are
recognizing artificial intelligence for the revolutionary outcomes these technologies promise in the not so
distant future. Learn about next generation mental health care capabilities utilizing artificial intelligence
to; improve predictive accuracy of high risk situations, increase reach and monitoring capabilities, and
enabling both doctor/patient and peer-to-peer interactions correlated to risk levels.

Industry Knowledge and developments

16.00 - 16.30
Coffee Break

20.00 - 24.00

All conference participants are invited to the EAEF Main Dinner
Meeting point at 7.00 in from of Palazzo delle Stelline
Restaurant Seven Casa Dei Ciliegi
Via Luigi Bertelli, 4, 20127 Milano

Join us for a truly and special main conference dinner where you can enjoy and relax at
an informal atmosphere in a beautiful garden.

Seven Casa
Dei Ciliegi

Day Two - June 16th
09.00 - 09.15

Welcome & Warm Up

09.15 - 09.45

René Schmidpeter

René Schmidpeter holds the Dr. Juergen Meyer Endowed Chair of
International Business Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility at Cologne
Business School (CBS), Germany. He is also a professor at the Nanjing University
of Finance and Economics and Adjunct Professor at Murdoch University in
Perth, Australia. He is a series editor for Springer’s CSR, Sustainability, Ethics
and Governance books, a section editor of the Encyclopedia of Corporate
Social Responsibility (ECSR) and an editor of the Dictionary of Corporate
Social Responsibility (DCSR) as well as Editor-in-Chief of the International
Journal of CSR (Springer). His research and teaching activities focus on the
management of Corporate Social Responsibility, international perspectives
on CSR, Social Innovation and Sustainable Entrepreneurship as well as the
relationship between business and society. E-mail: rene.schmidpeter@gmx.
de

“Sustainable Management for a World in Transition”
Due to significant socio-economic and technological changes, Sustainable Management has become
the new business paradigm for the 21st century. The Digitalization and Globalization of our economies
are not only changing the way how we work but also our entire business models. Thus, businesses all
around the world have to develop new value creation strategies and strengthen their positive impact
on society. Concrete business examples show how sustainability and profitability can be achieved
simultaneously. The implications of this new business paradigm and the next steps in the transition of
business will be discussed.

Show case and business development

09.45 - 10.15

Marco Lombardi

Marco Lombardi is an associate professor at the Catholic University of
the Sacred Heart in Milan, where he teaches crisis management and risk
communication; Theory and Techniques of Mass Communications and
Sociology.
He is considered an expert in emergency management, a field in which
he has particularly developed his studies on the management of complex
systems and systems under stress, with special focus on security dimension
in various areas: from natural disaster to acts of terrorism. His research on
the field have recently brought him to Sri Lanka, Haiti, North Africa and
Afghanistan.

“Communication in Critical Situations”
September 2001, World Trade Center in New York; March 2004, Madrid; July 2005, London. And later
Maldive, Sri Lanka and Sharm al Sheik. As never before our lives are dotted by tragic events that make
us aware of the risks of our global society and the shaping of our local dimension. The purpose of the
investigations of Marco Lombardi is to topicalize social relations and behaviours, control processes and
elaboration of order, organizational aspects and media communication.
His speech addresses all those operators who face the issue of risk professionally, and focuses on a
crucial topic when it comes to an effective coping of risk: the communication.
His studies have analysed communication strategies throughout the aforementioned escalation of
attacks which led to well-known consequences: an increased attention to security and the urgent
need to redefine the planning and managing of emergencies, including communication. Particularly
interesting are events and exercises both in Italy and abroad, such as the “wave model” identified by
Marco Lombardi himself, which allows to explain the gap between demand and offer of information in
the immediate aftermath of an emergency.

Knowledge and ideas for
practical business & service strategies

10.15 - 10.45

Debate and Q&A

10.45 - 11.15
Coffee Break

11.15 - 12.00

Members on Stage

Three EAEF Members will share their experiences and country realities.

Showcase and knowledge building

12.00 - 13.15
EAEF AGM

13.15 - 14.15
Lunch

14.15 - 15.30
Workshops

Ron Sparrow has been a registered social worker in Toronto Canada for
over 30 years. He is one of the principal owners of Source Line Inc. which has
been providing progressive & preventative EAP mental health services to
their corporate clients for over 25 years. Ron continues to provide specialized
trainings and consultation services to Source Line clients. Ron has presented
at both the EAPA (Employee Assistance Professional Association) and
EASNA (Employee Assistance Society of North America) conferences.

Ron Sparrow
WS1. “Boutique EAPs: Their Place & Survival in the Modern Business Environment”
Boutique EAPs can offer a variety of needed more personalized services to small & medium progressive
businesses. These smaller EAPs do not try to compete with the larger multinational providers but instead
zero in on the different specific needs of each of their client organizations. This a rapidly growing niche
market where progressive client businesses are beginning to look for more personalized and specialized
assistance around both employee behavioural problems associated with mental health concerns and/
or systemic organizational issues.

Show case and idea generation

Juliane Barth
Juliane Barth, Dipl.Päd., is CEO of Corrente AG,
one of Germany’s leading EAP providers with
more than 15 years experience in implementing
and delivering EAPs throughout the country.
Juliane is a Gestalt therapist, certified Case
Manager and Systemic Coach.

Meltem Blöhdorn
Meltem Blöhdorn, M.A., is Account Manager at
Corrente AG. She is a certified Case Manager
and Coach and very engaged in sales processes
dealing with the wishes and needs of companies
with different needs and wishes. Her job is to make a
comprehensive needs assessment and find out which
design the EAP should have to meet the potential
customer needs.

WS2. “Too busy to launch an EAP?”
Too busy with change to implement an EAP?
In sales activities we often hear that a company is interested in implementing an EAP, but that currently it
can’t be done because there is a change process going on which needs to be dealt with first. We know
that we can support companies in times of change - but how do we sell it to the customer?
In this workshop we will - design an EAP service for a company in a change process - develop an
implementation plan - and sell this to a fictive customer. Please bring your creativity, your experience,
your humour and your willingness for role play.
We will give an introduction to a typical sales situation: a company finds EAP an interesting product, but
thinks this has to wait as a change management process has priority and needs all attention. We will
then create small work groups that shall find an answer to this and deliver a small sales presentation to
a fictive customer, convincing them how the EAP can be especially valuable in these times of change.

Experiential Business skill building

Jens Förster

Jens Förster studied Psychology, Linguistic Data Processing, German
Literature, and the History of Arts at the University of Trier and Opera singing
at the Musikhochschule des Saarlandes. He received his doctorate in
Psychology at the University Trier in 1994 and his Habilitation at the University
Würzburg in 2000. He was awarded with a post doc fellowship by the DFG
which he spent at Columbia University, NY, with a Heisenberg-Stipend, with
a Vernieuwingsimpuls for outstanding innovative research by the NWO, was
awarded Theodor Heuss Lecture at the Newschool for Social Research, NY,
received the Tom Ostrom Scholars in Residence Award, and the Kurt-Lewin
Award of the European Association of Social Psychology.

WS3. “Body Wisdom meets Prejudice – How Embodiment can Improve Evaluations
of - and Interactions with – Unknown Others”
Recently, we have witnessed that explicit racism and sexism can become socially acceptable –
elections can even be won by discriminating people openly. However, even people who refuse to
discriminate, have prejudiced associations stored in their memory system that can unconsciously bias
person perception. For example, research in Social Psychology shows that the mere presentation of words
related to the African American stereotype (e.g., Reggae, black) can activate prejudiced associations
that further lead to discrimination.
Consequently, researchers have argued that it is almost impossible to prevent the activation of
unconscious prejudice. In this workshop, you are invited to discuss - and explore - whether this is true.

Experiential Clinical skill building

15.30 - 17.00

Mark Attridge

Mark Attridge is a research scholar in independent practice as President
of Attridge Consulting in Minneapolis. His focus is on assisting providers of
workplace mental health services and advancing the science of workplace
behavioral health. He has been most active in the field of workplace
mental health and is an expert on integrating employee assistance, work/
life and wellness programs to promote employee and organizational
health. He is co-editor of a 2005 research-based book on the integration of
EAP, Work-Life and Wellness. He is interested in understanding the business
value of workplaces health services and demonstrating a financial return
on investment (ROI). Since 2007, he has consulted with over 40 different
corporate and non-profit clients across the United States and Canada.
Mark is a prolific writer, scholar and trainer.

“Future trends in organizational risk management”
This presentation examines the global research literature to identify the evidence-based best practices
that employee assistance providers can use to better manage the behavioral health risks of employees in
the organizations they serve. The following six topics are addressed:
1. Research on Prevalence of Behavioral Health Risks – Who is most at-risk for mental health and addiction
problems in the workplace?
2. Research on the Burden of Risks – How much do employees with mental health risks cost employers?
3. Research on Preventing Risks – How can EAPs become better integrated into other workplace health
programs and organizational level initiatives?
4. Research on Finding Those At-Risk – What screening tools can be implemented to identify employees
most at risk for mental health problems?
5. Research on Reducing Risks – How effective is counseling treatment of employees with mental health
problems in areas of clinical and work performance outcomes?
6. Research on Limiting Return of Risks – How can EAPs support employees returning from work after a
disability claim?

Knowledge and idea
for practical business strategies

17.00 - 17.30

Conference Close & Evaluation

09:00 - 09:15
09:15 - 09:45

09:45 - 10:15

10:15 - 10:45
10:45 - 11:15

11:15 - 11:45
11:45 - 13:00

13:00 - 14:30
Lunch
14:30 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00

16:00 - 16:30

20:00 - 24:00

Click here to confirm the attendance
at the Conference.

Optional Tour

- June 17th

Optional tour to Lake Como and Bellagio – join us!
All day tour by train and boat with lunch included: 70€
Departure time: from Milano Cadorna station at 8.43 am
Returning time : Milano Cadorna station at 7.47 pm
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